ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS A REAL GOOD TAN

Choreographers: David & Susan Cleek - 1610 Baden Av, Grover Beach CA, 93433
805.473.8892 email: scleek@sbcglobal.net
Rhythm: Rumba Phase: III+2 (Hip Rock 3, Alemana) Level: Easy
Music: Kenny Chesney (iTunes & Others) Album: All I Want for Christmas is a Real Good Tan. Modify Music as Follows: Cut first 9 seconds, Start Linear Fadeout at 3:45 to Full Silence @ 3:53
Sequence: Intro-A-B-A-B-A-C-A(Mod)-End

START: LOW BFY/ 3 MEAS WAIT
- INTRO -
WAIT;;;; SD, CLS 2X;
- A -
CHASE;;;; SHLDR/SHLDR 2X;; SPOT TURN; CUCA (REV); BRK BK (OP); KIKI WALK;
CIRC AWAY & TOG (LOW BFY);; HIP RK 3; THRU, FC, CLS; HIP RK 3; THRU, FC, CLS;
- B -
BASIC;; NYER 2X;; SPOT TURN (½ OP); PROG WALK 3; CUCA; PROG WALK 3 (FC); SD, CLS 2X;
SD, DRAW, CLS; ½ BASIC; U/A TURN;
- A -
CHASE;;;; SHLDR/SHLDR 2X;; SPOT TURN; CUCA (REV); BRK BK (OP); KIKI WALK;
CIRC AWAY & TOG (LOW BFY);; HIP RK 3; THRU, FC, CLS; HIP RK 3; THRU, FC, CLS;
- BRIDGE -
APT, PT; TOG, TCH;
- B -
BASIC;; NYER 2X;; SPOT TURN (½ OP); PROG WALK 3; CUCA; PROG WALK 3 (FC); SD, CLS 2X; SD, DRAW, CLS; ½ BASIC; U/A TURN;
- A -
CHASE;;;; SHLDR/SHLDR 2X;; SPOT TURN; CUCA (REV); BRK BK (OP); KIKI WALK;
CIRC AWAY & TOG (LOW BFY);; HIP RK 3; THRU, FC, CLS; HIP RK 3; THRU, FC, CLS;
- C -
ALE TO A LARIAT;;;; OP BRK; THRU, FC, CLS; SLOW OP VINE 4 (OP);
- A - (MOD)
CUCA; KIKI WALK; CIRC AWY & TOG (LOW BFY);; HIP RK 3; THRU, FC, CLS;
HIP RK 3; THRU, FC, CLS;
- ENDING –
SLOW TWIRL VINE 4 (OP/ESCORT);; PROG WALK 6 (CUDDLE POS);; SD, CORTE & HOLD..........